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The year that just ended was a period of sustained efforts, constant innovation and significant

progress for the organization. Indeed, 2022–2023 was a great year, marked by a changing of hands

in the position of President and CEO, the development of 2 new regions, financial results that

surpassed expectations for the COJEQ Young Entrepreneurs Conference and the Future Business

Leaders Annual Gala, and a noteworthy expansion of our activities, reaching new horizons and

new audiences. Over the past year, we continued adapting to the post-pandemic period and

brought back in-person activities and volunteering. Innovative solutions and adaptive strategies

were put into motion to address the changing needs of our audiences and partners. We enriched

our service offering and intensified our efforts to offer high-quality service and resources to earn

the loyalty of our various partners.

We are very proud to announce that we reached 8,339 students in 2022–2023, a 35% year-over-

year increase. This new record speaks volumes of our ongoing commitment to our mission. This

success is the product of an impressive group effort involving our devoted Board of Directors, our

valuable volunteers, our amazing team and our loyal partners and strategic allies. It is a privilege to

have such support to accomplish our mission.

Educating Quebec’s future leaders is always at the core of our priorities, decisions and actions. Our

unique and innovative vision enables young people to learn by doing, benefit from the expertise of

our business volunteers and develop the skills and abilities they’ll need to succeed in a constantly

changing world. 

The 2023–2024 school year promises to be brimming with stimulating projects and new

opportunities for JA Quebec’s regional development. We constantly strive to instil a passion for

learning among young people and to prepare them for a promising future.

Anne Riby
President and CEO

Inspire, Prepare, Succeed: 
another year of unparalleled success!
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Message from the Chair of the Board

François Côté
Chair of the Board of Directors

It is with mixed emotions that I announce that 2023–2024 will be the last year of my role as Chair

of the Board of Directors. Since 2015, I’ve had the true honour and privilege to help this great cause

reach thousands of young leaders and entrepreneurs. We have made significant progress over all

these years, including the implementation of two strategic plans, the first of which focused on

gaining stability in our operations and strengthening our governance. The second focused on

steady growth. In 2020, JA programs, which are centred on human interaction, were upended by

the COVID-19 pandemic. But the team did an excellent job adapting and innovating so that JA

could continue to reach as many students as possible. Having diversification in our income

sources was a valuable asset during this challenging and uncertain time.

Today, we have a dynamic team led by Anne Riby, and, as we plan our next strategic plan, I think

the time as come for me to step aside. I am very much looking forward to seeing where we will go

with this new leadership. Over the next few months, we will be recruiting for my successor, in the

hope of finding a candidate next spring so that this person can participate in our next strategic

planning process. Change is always an opportunity to propel us forward.

Over the past eight years, we doubled our reach, and I believe that with our dynamic team and

with all of you who invest so much into this cause, we still have huge growth potential. From the

bottom of my heart, thank you to each and every one of our volunteers, teachers, schools, financial

partners and strategic allies for your trust, commitment and continued support. Thank you also to

Sylvie Tremblay, President and CEO of JA Quebec from 2016 to 2022, with whom I had the

pleasure of working for a large part of my time as Chair of the Board. And finally, I’d like to extend

a special thanks to current and former members of the board for their support and incredible

devotion over these past years, helping to strengthen and expand this excellent cause. 



International

presence

JA was founded 104 years ago. Today, it is one of the largest NGOs in the world
dedicated to young people. In the last year alone, JA educated over 15 million students
about employment and entrepreneurship. With chapters in over 100 countries, JA
teaches young people to acquire the skillset and mindset needed to start businesses,
find meaningful work and build thriving communities.
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Asheesh Advani
CEO, JA Worldwide

“ Peace is only possible when youth in all countries and
regions have economic empowerment. By creating
opportunity, prosperity, and self-belief, JA’s work empowers
youth in over 100 countries with the skillset and mindset to
build thriving communities. For over a century, JA has
operated in areas of political instability, violence, and war,
helping youth build entrepreneurship skills and economic
resilience. For this work, JA Worldwide is recognized year
after year as one of the top ten NGOs in the world, providing
economic empowerment to millions of young people. ”

Every year, more YOUNG PEOPLE are educated about finances,
entrepreneurship and employment, thanks to many VOLUNTEERS and DONORS.

JUNIOR
ACHIEVEMENT

JA AMERICAS

JA AFRICA

JA EUROPE

INJIAZ
AL-ARAB
JA MENA

JA ASIA
PACIFIC

The JA Family
ABOUT JA 



Did you know..?

JA Quebec: Success starts here
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13.5%
of young
people

drop out of
school

50%
of post-secondary

graduates have taken
on debt to pay for their

education

46%
of job seekers ages

15 to 35 revisited
their career choices

during the
pandemic

JA Quebec and its volunteers take action to help kids stay in school
and achieve academic success.

YouthVolunteersDonors

Wide range of well-developed programs 
Resources in both official languages 
Turnkey experiences 
Training for teachers 
Network of dedicated volunteers and mentors 
And more!

Workbooks for students
Guidebooks for volunteers and teachers
Fun teaching resources (laminated maps, Bingo, board games, etc.)
Self-directed online learning programs (JA Campus)
Multimedia resources

Long- and short-term learning experiences, 10 programs total, 9 combinations
of programs and a range of delivery options and time formats! Plus, we provide
all the materials and resources needed to adapt our programs to different
students, tracks and contexts. 
Have a look at our 2023–2024 service offering

Our bank of free resources:

What we offer

https://jaquebec.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/Offre-de-services-2023-2024-ANGLAIS-min.pdf


Kimrang Te
Treasurer

Ernst & Young

Andréa Fonseca
 Director

Intact Insurance

Jean-Philippe Guillemette
Director

Unité Treize

Board of Directors

Dynamic and committed to our cause, the members of JA Quebec's

Board of Directors support our organization's development.

Throughout the entire year, the Board makes an exceptional

contribution to the success of our mission.

François Côté 
Chair

Fig Financial

Pierre Czyzowicz
 Director

Coaching Financier
TREK

Frantz-Michel Leroy
Director

CIBC

Guillaume Lapierre
Secretary

Therrien Couture Jolicoeur
LLP

Jean-Sébastien Lemieux
Vice-Chair

National Bank
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Samantha Welscheid
Director
Deloitte

Jean-François Banville
 Director

Desjardins

William Lawless
Director representing

QCCA
Stein Monast LLP

Luc Tremblay
Director

Fairstone



M’Hamed Mobarki 
Senior Advisor,
Philanthropy

Development and
Partnership

Management

Jeremy Cohen
Communications

Officer

Daphné Bérard
School Programs

Coordinator

Anne Riby
President and CEO

Valérie Pilon Beaulac
Youth Educational

Programs Coordinator,
Mauricie-Centre-du-

Québec

LongJing Chu
School and Volunteer
Development Officer

Alison Harik 
Company Program &
Junior Entrepreneur

Program Coordinator
(Sept. to May 2023)

Caroline Schnoering
Director, Finance and

Administration
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Amy Goedkoop
Assistant, Programs
and Administration
(Sept. to April 2023)

Amélie Payeur
Youth Educational

Programs Coordinator,
Eastern Townships
(Sept. to Feb. 2023)

Jessika Houde
Youth Educational

Programs Coordinator,
QCCA

JA Quebec Team
A team of dedicated professionals
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60–75 minute session
Organized around an existing or

customized program module based
on classroom needs. This format is

ideal for a full period. 

2–3 hour session
Drawing on main activities from
modules within a program, this
session covers all the topics in a

compact timeframe. 

Full program (4+ hours)
Teachers who want to tap into the
full potential of the materials can
deliver the program themselves.

They’ll have enough content to cover
at least 4 periods.

3 TIME 
FORMATS

3 DELIVERY
OPTIONS

These programs can be: 

1
Led by teachers to offer more

flexibility, optimal use of content and
adaptation to particular needs.

2
Led by volunteers from the business

community, providing a turnkey
activity. 

3
Introduced through an activity with a

volunteer and subsequently led by
teachers. 

🚀  Entrepreneurial mindset: Innovative school programs designed to cultivate
students’ curiosity, creativity and business acumen.

💵  Financial empowerment: We believe in empowering the next generation by
teaching them the basics of smart and responsible financial management.

💼 Work readiness: Transitioning to the job market can seem intimidating, but we’re
here to guide young people each step of the way. 

SCHOOL PROGRAMS
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Students experience the strength
of teamwork to achieve common
goals, regardless of physical,
ethnic, cultural or social
differences. JA helps students
develop a positive attitude toward
diversity, so that they view it as an
asset rather than an obstacle.

Grades 5 and 6

Fi
na

nc
ia

l h
ealth Work readiness

MORE THAN MONEY

Introduces the concepts of income,
expenses, loans and savings, in addition to
the basic steps for building a small
business. Young learners gain a better
understanding of the importance of
managing their money, and they also
develop their first business plan.

Grades 5 and 6

OUR BUSINESS
WORLD

An excellent introduction to the
business world, covering why
businesses are created, business
vocabulary and the role that
businesses play in the
community. This program takes
a look at Canadian businesses to
talk about innovation, adapting
to change, and the history of
now-defunct businesses.

Grades 5 and 6

Programs for Elementary Schools

Entrepreneurship

STRONGER TOGETHER:
DIVERSITY IN ACTION
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ECONOMICS FOR SUCCESS

Students identify their career objectives, interests
and skills in this program and take a closer look at
the advantages of staying in school and personal
development. Students also learn to plan for success
in terms of education, finances and careers. As a
bonus, the program includes a mock job interview,
an introduction to pay stubs and the importance of
first impressions!

Secondary 1 to 5, depending on activities chosen

DOLLARS WITH SENSE

In this essential financial literacy program, students
learn to set goals, save money and make smart
decisions to manage their money responsibly. The
program explores how to avoid debt traps and
getting into debt. Students also learn more about the
history of money, different forms of consumerism and
how to prepare a budget for a goal.

Secondary 1 to 5, depending on activities chosen

BE ENTREPRENEURIAL

Enriching workshops on
entrepreneurship, planning,
developing strategies and

drafting a business plan. This
program explores the role and

profile of entrepreneurs
themselves, along with basic
concepts like products and
services, target market and

competitive advantage.

Secondary 3 to 5

WORLD OF CHOICES

Students meet with mentors
from requested industries,
professions and fields to learn
about their professional and
academic backgrounds. Time
is allotted for interactions
between students and
speakers at each meeting, as
well as to help students start
thinking about career paths
and make their first
professional networking
contacts!

Secondary 1 to 5

SUCCESS SKILLS

Communication,
cooperation, problem-
solving and continual
learning: 4 topics to

discover the essential
skills for personal,

academic or professional
success. In addition, each

workshop includes
reflections on mental

health. Examples include
stress management,

identifying your comfort
zone, balance between
resilience and personal

growth.

Secondary 1 to 5, 
depending on activities

chosen

Financial health
 

Work readiness
En

tr
ep

re
ne

ursh
ip

Programs for Secondary Schools



COMPANY PROGRAM
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The experiential Company Program, for Grade 11 through 1st year of college, offers students an

opportunity to carry out all the steps involved in creating, operating, managing and dissolving

a business.

🚀  Idea incubator: With our personalized mentoring, your students will explore the exciting
universe of starting a business. Coached by our experienced volunteers, they will develop
innovative businesses and learn how the business world works.

🔧 Creative workshops:   From financial management to graphic design to digital marketing,
they’ll gain practical in-demand skills that will give them an edge on the job market.

🏆  Competition: Working as a team, your students will tackle stimulating and exhilarating
challenges throughout the year. The top businesses will be in the running for financial awards
to make their most promising ideas a reality.

 Come up
 with a

business
idea that fills

a market
gap

Develop your concept and
create a prototype of your

product or service

Draft a business
plan and create

the
organizational

structure of your
business

Start your
business

Make, package,
promote and sell
your product or

service

Learn and
improve from
mistakes and

customer
feedback

Participate in friendly
competition with other
student-run businesses

Calculate your
profit and

produce your
statement of
profit or loss

Test the quality
of your products
or services and
improve them

Become a skilled
entrepreneur

74 Student
companies

Partner 
schools42

100 Committed 
volunteers

589 Participants 
ages 15 to 18
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Key Company Program Events

JA QUEBEC CHRISTMAS MARKET

We are proud to announce total sales

of $5,136  at the JA Quebec 2022

Christmas Market. YouniQ won the

award for Best Sales Booth. The award

for Best Product went to NonStop

Pops for their cake pops!

Allure  won the competition for

highest sales amount at the Christmas

Market with $1,260. YouniQ  took

second place with $540 in sales, and

Skeez came in third with $490.

NonStop Pops had the most sales,

with a total of 74 units sold. Congrats

to all the teams and thank you to

everyone who participated!
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COJEQ 2023

Congratulations to the white team,

which took home the awards for best

oral presentation and best team spirit,

and congratulations to the yellow

team for winning the award for best

business plan.

COJEQ 2023 was a big success with the

participation of 66 young

entrepreneurs, supported by a

dedicated team of 25 volunteers, 7

summit leaders and 3 judges. The

event would not have been possible

without the invaluable dedication of

our volunteers, who helped make this

event a memorable experience for all

attendees!

Visit our website to find out who won

individual awards.

ALTITUDE SIMULATION

Altitude is an aerospace industry

simulation. During this event,

participants form a team and compete

to become the official subsidiary of

Bombardier for its new division in the

aerospace industry. Congratulations to

the red team for winning the Altitude

simulation at COJEQ 2023, with a net

worth of $18,300.

Key Company Program Events

https://jaquebec.org/en/2023/03/28/congres-officiel-de-la-jeunesse-entrepreneuriale-du-quebec-2023/
https://bombardier.com/
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NASJAQ CHALLENGE

Quotidie achieves stunning victory at

NASJAQ Challenge! The team,

consisting of Steven Guan, Sehoon Kim

and Daniel Liu, saw 260% growth,

bringing the value of their portfolio to

$14,487.

2023 FUTURE BUSINESS LEADERS
ANNUAL GALA

Skeez, a company from Centre

Brébeuf, was named 2023 Company of

the Year. CartoVert, a company from

Collège Letendre, took home the

award for Product of the Year for their

cards made of recycled paper. The

awards for Best Advertisement and

Best JA Video went to JAD, and the

award for Best Instagram/TikTok

campaign went to Skeez. NonStop
Pops  won the contest for Best Logo.

Virgile Volclair, a student in the Second

Soap company from Académie de

Roberval, won 1st place for Entrepreneur

of the Year. Alexia Rabbat from

CartoVert  was voted best CEO. Their

leadership and passion were also more

widely acknowledged at the gala!

Congratulations to everyone! Visit our

website to see the rest of the winners.

Key Company Program Events

https://jaquebec.org/en/2023/06/07/gala-benefice-de-la-releve-entrepreneuriale-2023/
https://jaquebec.org/en/2023/06/07/gala-benefice-de-la-releve-entrepreneuriale-2023/
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Team Spirit, won by Kopp from

Collège Jean-Eudes.

Sales, won by Bling with income of

$1,244, some 198 products sold and

a stock price of $49.

Community Involvement, won by

Second Soap from Académie de

Roberval.

Innovation, won by Perso Design.

Motivation, won by Ferme Ta Boîte

from Collège Durocher.

New awards this year — the star

awards with five new categories:

The silent auction enabled us to raise a

total of  $3,663. Your financial support

helps provide new educational and fun

resources to youth across Quebec.

Many thanks!

Patrice Jean, CEO of PMA Assurances,
was the chair of the Quebec Future

Business Leaders Annual Gala.

Thank you also to all the speakers at

the event for their contribution. Your

presence made the evening

unforgettable!

Key Company Program Events



The Junior Entrepreneur Program is key to helping students think like entrepreneurs, offering

an enriching and formative experience. Whether in the classroom, online or through hybrid

learning, this flexible program can be adjusted to your specific teaching needs. Parents can

also participate by delivering a program, creating a memorable learning experience for each

participant! 

Don’t miss out on this unique opportunity to help your students bring out their inner

entrepreneurs! Join us in this educational adventure and prepare them for a bright future! 

The Junior Entrepreneur Program is designed for Grade 5 and 6 teachers who want offer their

students an opportunity to explore what it’s like to start their own business. This program

comes with everything students need to experience the full business lifecycle (raw materials –

production – sales).

Junior Entrepreneur Program
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31 Teams Partner 
schools

8208 Youth
entrepreneurs



2022-2023 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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481 programs delivered

8,339  students reached 

119 schools visited

527 dedicated volunteers

Launch and integration of the new graphic

identity and slogan Success starts here!

Return of 100% in-person activities and

volunteering

New 2023–2024 service offering

Development of new regions  

Eastern Townships, Mauricie/Centre-Du-

Québec and Gatineau 

 New worldwide development focus

Inspire. Guide. Succeed.  

Reaching young people where they are—not

just in schools. 

Student-run company JAD, Best Store Builder of

the Year in Canada

Delivery of Stronger Together: Diversity in Action

program to over 675 students at Patro de

Charlesbourg in Quebec City

New strategic partnerships with Quebec YMCAs,

Club JED, Carrefour Jeunesse Emploi Vallée-de-la-

Gatineau, AQEP, VAT Carrière and I Choose

Montréal

JA Worldwide nominated for Nobel Peace Prize

for the 2nd year in a row.

https://jaquebec.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/Offre-de-services-2023-2024-ANGLAIS-min.pdf
https://jaquebec.org/fr/2023/06/12/nouvel-allie-strategique-carrefour-jeunesse-emploi-vallee-de-la-gatineau/
https://jaquebec.org/fr/2023/06/12/nouvel-allie-strategique-carrefour-jeunesse-emploi-vallee-de-la-gatineau/
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Accenture AFC Rideau Hall Foundation

Actuarial Foundation of Canada
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D

S

Avanade MarshCNA Lallemand

OUR PARTNERS
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Government Support 

Strategic Alliances

Minister Responsible for Government Administration and MNA for Champlain  
– Sonia Lebel
Premier of Quebec and MNA for L’Assomption - François Legault
MNA for Mont-Royal-Outremont – Pierre Arcand
Minister of Finance and MNA for Groulx  - Eric Girard
Minister of Education and MNA for Chambly  - Jean-François Roberge



2023 2022 

REVENUE $ $ 

Donations 277,046 265,876  

Program sponsorships 187,937 122,275  

Grants – Secrétariat à la jeunesse 103,000 103,000  

Grants – Employment and Social Development Canada 30,855 4,656 

Grants – COVID-19 - 99,169 

In-kind contributions 7,440 - 

Events 146,466 60,536 

City of Montreal - 30,000 

Grants – City of Montreal 602 602 

Company Program and misc. 27,721 32,348 

781,067 718,462 

EXPENSES

Administration 186,287 147,532  

Program management and development 160,988 137,390  

Development – Donations and partnerships 202,735 187,436 

Secrétariat à la jeunesse 103,000 103,000 

Fees for activities and events 136,290 101,569 

789,300 676,927 

Surplus (or deficit)    (8,233) 41,535 

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

Financial self-sufficiency fund 
 

JA Canada licence – requirement to maintain this fund at 50% of our
operating budget/sustainability reserve – $378,114

 
 Reserve fund = $189,057 = 50% achieved
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2022–2023 AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS



Expand our education network by recruiting new schools
and establishing new partnerships. This expansion will
enable us to increase the number of students who benefit
from our educational programs. 

Create initiatives to obtain increased financial support for
the students we are helping. This includes recruiting
sponsors to fund complementary activities such as the
COJEQ Young Entrepreneurs Conference and the Future
Business Leaders Annual Gala at the end of the year.

Continue to actively participate in various networking
events and strengthen our presence on social media to
bring more awareness to our cause.

Maintain our efforts to engage corporate volunteers
through our partnerships with business-related
organizations, as well as through developing strong
networks within our community. 

Establishing strategic alliances with organizations
working in the fields of student retention,
entrepreneurship and youth training remains a priority for
us, so that we can pool our resources and maximize our
impact. 

At the same time, we will make efforts to push JA Campus,
our online learning platform. The flexible and interactive
learning modules available there enable students to explore
various financial concepts at their own pace, from wherever
they are and either on their own or as a group, according to
their preference.

BOOSTING OUR IMPACT IN 
2023–2024
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We would like to sincerely thank all our volunteers for their
amazing energy and the positive impact they make in
students' lives. Their contribution is priceless! We are

grateful to be able to count on their valuable contribution
and commitment to our cause, and we are proud to have

them as ambassadors of our mission.
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In the words of our volunteers

“Between my life as a single-parent mom and my work,

my everyday feels like a race to the finish line, but I

always try to find time for volunteering. Sharing my

knowledge with young kids who are excited by the

world of finance feels really good to me! Thank you, JA

Quebec, for trusting us.”

Lamiae T., Customer Service Manager at National Bank

“Absolutely delighted to have worked with the

students from Collège Jean-Eudes on their businesses

at the beginning of the year! I highly recommend the

experience—it’s a great combination of fun and

practical.”

Hanyin Chen, CEO and co-founder, ASKaFOX

“My career path is, let’s say...unusual! And I think that’s a

BIG advantage. This week, I facilitated a workshop as part

of a high school career guidance class. I shared my

knowledge and experience, and I introduced them to

various aspects of entrepreneurship—both the positive

sides and the challenges. I think it’s important to show

the next generation the professional options that are

available to them and to encourage them forge their own

paths!

Olivier Couette, Owner, Agrotours Charlevoix
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“An essential aspect of my interactions with students is

keeping an open mind toward the next generation, how

they think and how they do things. It’s always very

interesting to take on a new group and discover what I

can learn from them and what they can learn from me.” 

Patrick Ghazal, Product Expert, IMDS Software

“What I like about giving talks is to see students’ eyes

light up when they hear something that speaks to their

reality. I want them to see that the shortest path is not

the only path. If my talks help even just one student feel

confident in themselves and about their future, I’ve

accomplished my mission!”

Stéphanie Bernadet, CEO, Naturmania

“Through the program, I learned that things I used to

think were very complicated were actually not, and that

things I thought were very simple were also actually not.

For me it demystified what it meant to be an

entrepreneur.”

Serge Labrecque, CEO, Freeman Signature Inc., and
former Company Program partcipant in 1979

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ghazalpatrick/


https://www.facebook.com/JAQuebec/
https://www.instagram.com/ja.quebec/
https://twitter.com/jaquebecosbl
https://jaquebec.org/fr/
https://www.tiktok.com/@jaquebec
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jeunes-entreprises-du-qu-bec

